
 

 

 

2017 Sponsorship Packet

“Your support of drunk driving prevention is your support in the well-being of our communities”

  



A Peek into the History of The Safe Ride Foundation 

The Safe Ride Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization created to directly combat the rising rate of 

drunk and otherwise impaired driving in the bustling community of Frederick County, Maryland. As a 

charity, we have always operated through one central concept, which is to not simply chase a change, 

but become the change.  S.O.S. Safe Ride, is the flagship program of our organization, a program that 

provides our incredibly large county with the convenience of an on-demand designated driving service 

that will transport an intoxicated person home from the bar, but in their own vehicle.  Our very popular 

program provides a great alternative to a taxi cab or uber™, by giving the person the luxury of having 

that vehicle in their driveway the next morning, and more importantly, preventing them from making a 

decision that would possibly harm either themselves or others. 

Our organization was founded in December of 2014, with the SOS Safe Ride program being founded in 

April of 2015.  Since SOS Safe Ride’s inception, it has provided well beyond an overwhelming 3,000 rides 

to citizens of Frederick County, which we are extremely humbled and ecstatic to report.  In addition, the 

“buzz” that SOS Safe Ride has subsequently created in local media and the community has created an 

overwhelming level of support from both individuals and corporations from all around Frederick County, 

which we can’t begin to thank them for. 

While our program is accessible to anyone in our area, S.O.S. Safe Ride naturally targets its efforts 

mainly toward the age group of young or middle aged professionals, as well as college students, as these 

groups tend to be the main offenders as it pertains to impaired driving. It’s interesting to note that at 

the beginning of the program’s operations, it had been created with the intention of aiming towards 

almost exclusively college students, in order to combat not only college binge drinking, but also 

underage drinking as well.  Through this we discovered a fascinating trend, a trend that gave us 

insightful perspective on how our organization’s efforts were resonating in certain demographics.   We 



discovered that in our infancy, the college student demographic was lacking in the use our program, so 

much so that only a surprising 19% of those who utilized the program were in that age group.  We 

naturally were quite shocked by this data, and through research and focus grouping we discovered that 

these results were not just as a result of the somewhat reckless “it wouldn’t happen to me” mindset 

that students are often unfairly stereotyped into, but also in response to an aspect of our program that 

we constructively felt had room for improvement, more specifically, our accessibility level within the 

area. 

Increasing Drunk Driving Awareness and Accessibility 

As a result of both our new endeavors to tackle student drunk driving as well as our growing level of support from 

the community, we have dramatically increased the efficiency and accessibility of SOS Safe Ride in a way that has 

created significant results in the reduction of student drunk driving.   SOS Safe Ride can now be accessed through 

not only phone call, but also through text, and most notably, through our free-to-download mobile app known as 

“SOS Safe Ride”.   Our efforts have expanded through the entire county and parts beyond, and the level of our 

designated driver staffing has nearly quadrupled, making response times reduced to no more than 10 minutes, 

meaning a person is never far away from a designated driver no matter where they are in Frederick County.  In 

addition, due to increasing public support, we now have implemented a new program providing any person with 

their first ride for ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE.   

We’ve also ramped up our drunk driving education efforts, not only during drunk driving prevention seminars that 

we provide at D.U.I. compliance classes and alcohol trade shows, but most prominently through our internship and 

scholarship programs.  Every year we provide several scholarships to Frederick County college and high school 

students who help to raise awareness on the dangers of drunk driving, the winners of this annual contest have 

their projects displayed within their college/high school, and also are awarded a grant from our organization 

recognizing them for their help in educating students and others on this mission that we care so much about. 

 



Your Generous Sponsorship of The Safe Ride 

Foundation 

Your tax-deductible donation to the 501(c)3 charity “The Safe Ride Foundation” will go to tremendous 

lengths in helping to fight drunk driving the state of Maryland.  A portion of this generous contribution 

will be attributed towards increasing the capacity of our designated driving programs, be it through 

aiding in the acquisition and maintenance of program vehicles, the continuing development of the 

mobile app, or the production of the various SOS Safe Ride fundraising events that we hold within 

Frederick County each year that consistently draw thousands of DMV area residents and eyes to our 

respective sponsor’s brands.   In addition, at least 30% of any contribution we receive is also attributed 

to our scholarship and internship programs for local college students. 

Any sponsorship contribution can save as many as 100 lives each year! 

In conclusion we leave you with something that we’ve exclaimed to every media outlet that has 

interviewed us, and more importantly to almost every person we’ve driven home safely. We mean it 

every single time, and it will always ring true for us and our endeavors. 

“We don’t just want to give a few rides home, anyone could do that.  More importantly we want to 

change the culture, to set the example, and create an environment where there is absolutely zero excuse 

for someone to get behind the wheel when they know that they shouldn’t.” 

We humbly invite your organization to help us fight the good fight against drunk driving.  
We thank you for your consideration, and together we can move closer towards making Frederick 

County a safer place for all of its residents & visitors, by ending drunk driving once and for all. 
Kindest Regards, 

The Safe Ride Foundation Family 
 



Appendix A – Maryland Traffic Fatality Trends: 

 

The information is referenced from the Maryland Strategic Highway Safety Plan 2016-2020, courtesy of 
the National High Traffic Safety Administration 



Appendix B - Impaired Driving “Not So Fun” Facts: 
 
The following facts are referenced from information provided by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 
 

 

 U.S. Law Enforcement, specifically in the state of Maryland is working 
towards a Zero Tolerance policy of alcohol driving 

 
 Almost Half of all drivers killed in crashes tested positive for alcohol in 

their system 
 

 Over 1.2 Million drivers were arrested in 2015 for driving under the 
influence of alcohol 

 
 Males are 8% more likely to drive drunk than Females 

 
 The Rate of Drunk Driving is highest amongst 21 to 25 Year olds 

 
 Drunk Driving is 6 times more likely at night than it is during the day 

 
 DUI Conviction can lead to many detrimental consequences including: 
$5,000-$10,000 in legal fees, Loss of License, Mandatory AA Meetings, Jail 

Time, Increased Insurance Premiums, Etc. 

 

 



Appendix C - Statewide Impaired Driving Fatality 
Averages. Current vs Future Goals 

 

 

The information is referenced from the Maryland Strategic Highway Safety Plan 2016-2020, courtesy of 
the National High Traffic Safety Administration 

 

  



 “The War Against Drinking and Driving Starts With YOU!” 

All Donations, In-Kind Gifts, and Sponsorships are  
100% Tax-Deductible 

   

No contribution is too small, all individuals and organizations are welcome to join the cause, 

and remember that the best donation that anyone can give, is simply their time. 

Thank you for your interest, the following pages will include all sponsorship benefits 

associated with your support of Drunk Driving Prevention via the Safe Ride Foundation! 

   



SOS Safe Ride Program and Event Sponsorship Tiers 

Sponsoring our programs and events not only supports drunk driving prevention in Frederick County, but also 

allows your organization to get thousands of Fredericktonian eyes in front it’s brand!   

Join in the fun of presenting both of our annual local Anti-Drunk driving fundraising events,  

“Comedians for a Cause” and “Karaoke for a Kause”!  

Twice each year The Safe Ride Foundation provides over 3,000 attendees with the entertainment of several 

hilarious national comedy acts, an incredibly entertaining karaoke show, all coupled with delicious beverages 

including local craft beers, spirits, and wines.  These events are the perfect way for Frederick County professionals 

to enjoy the entertainment scene that Frederick has to offer.  Take advantage of this awesome promotional 

opportunity and reach out to the more than 3,000 professionals, residents and comedy fans who attend. The 

events will take place in the Summer and Fall of 2018, and supporters have the opportunity to sponsor these 

events and our program in very significant and instantly noticeable ways.   

 

In addition to your event sponsorship, your organization’s contribution also gives your brand year-long perpetual 

promotion opportunities as well via the SOS Safe Ride service! 

Whether it’s advertisements within the mobile app, your brand’s recognition within our various commercials, or 

even receiving your organization’s very own personally branded SOS Safe Ride chase car, we’re able to provide you 

with incredibly innovative and revolutionary ways to show off your support to ALL of Frederick County on a daily 

basis, reaching over a combined 35,000 impressions on a yearly basis! 

Safe Ride Foundation sponsors will receive all of the following unique benefits displayed on the next few pages! 



Benefits Page 1



Benefits Page 2 

 



Benefits Page 3 



Benefits Page 4 



Top Tier Benefits Page 1 



Top Tier Benefits Page 2 

 



 

 

 

- The Safe Ride Foundation Inc. 

      

 

We Thank You Very Much For Your Consideration! 

“ Dream for change, dare to change, and become the change. “ 


